Global transcriptional analysis of *Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae* following exposure to hydrogen peroxide
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*Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae*, the causative agent of swine enzootic pneumonia, colonizes the cilia of swine lungs, causing ciliostasis and cell death. *M. hyopneumoniae* is a component of the porcine respiratory disease complex (PRDC) and is especially problematic for the finishing swine industry, causing the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars in farm revenues worldwide. For successful infection, *M. hyopneumoniae* must effectively resist oxidative stresses due to the release of oxidative compounds from neutrophils and macrophages during the host's immune response. However, the mechanism that *M. hyopneumoniae* uses to avert the host response is still unclear. To gain a better understanding of the transcriptional responses of *M. hyopneumoniae* under oxidative stress, cultures were grown to early exponential phase and exposed to 0.5% hydrogen peroxide for 15 min. RNA samples from these cultures were collected and compared to RNA samples from control cultures using two-colour PCR-based *M. hyopneumoniae* microarrays. This study revealed significant downregulation of important glycolytic pathway genes and gene transcription proteins, as well as a protein known to activate oxidative stressor cascades in neutrophils. Sixty-nine per cent of the upregulated genes were hypothetical with no known function. This study has also revealed significantly differentially expressed genes common to other environmental stress responses, indicating that further investigation of universal stress response genes of *M. hyopneumoniae* is merited.

INTRODUCTION

Porcine enzootic pneumonia, an endemic disease in swine populations, infects 200 million pigs every year, causing hundreds of millions of dollars of loss for swine farmers worldwide. The disease is caused by *Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae* and is a mild but chronic pneumonia characterized by low mortality but high morbidity (Messier *et al.*, 1990). The most common symptom of the disease is a dry, nonproductive cough but other symptoms include fever, impaired growth and the presence of lung tissue lesions. *M. hyopneumoniae* infects swine via aerosol transmission and direct contact; it attaches to the cilia of the tracheal epithelial cells, causing a reduction in ciliary action (DeBey & Ross, 1994; Zielinski & Ross, 1993). It affects the immune response and reduces the ability of the host's immune system to fight secondary pathogens such as *Pasteurella multocida* (Amass *et al.*, 1994) and porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) (Thacker *et al.*, 1999). *M. hyopneumoniae* and PRRSV, along with other agents, contribute to the porcine respiratory disease complex (PRDC), a serious health concern in swine populations worldwide. The damage to lung tissue caused by both enzootic pneumonia and PRDC is the result of the host's immune response to infection.

*M. hyopneumoniae* actively suppresses the humoral and cellular immune systems of the host during early stages of pneumonia by inhibiting macrophage-mediated phagocytosis and B-cell antibody production. After colonization of the cilia of the host, lymphocytes infiltrate the site of infection, recruiting macrophages, neutrophils and other cellular immune responses. The response of the host immune system causes the lesions seen in the lung tissue of infected swine by increasing phagocytic and cytotoxic activities of macrophages and initiating the chronic inflammatory response (Sarradell *et al.*, 2003). There is also an increased production of IgG in swine infected with *M. hyopneumoniae*, leading to a greater recruitment of macrophages. Increased production of tumour necrosis factor and interleukin-1 in an infected host also leads to a greater recruitment of neutrophils (Baskerville, 1972; Sarradell *et al.*, 2003). Once recruited to the site of infection, macrophages and neutrophils use superoxides, such as hydrogen peroxide, nitric oxide and superoxide anions, to kill *M. hyopneumoniae* during respiratory bursts.
Therefore, it is important for the pathogen to employ mechanisms to resist oxidative stress from the immune response.

Oxidative stress toxicity in bacteria is due in large part to irreversible damage to the organism’s DNA (Gusarov & Nudler, 2005). This is particularly important for organisms with rudimentary DNA repair systems like mycoplasmas, which may be ineffective in repairing this type of DNA damage (Zou & Dybvig, 2002). Hydrogen peroxide as a byproduct of host respiration or the host’s innate immune defence can interact with free cellular iron and form hydroxyl radicals that have the potential to react with DNA bases and sugar moieties. These interactions can cause modifications in the DNA including strand breaks (Gusarov & Nudler, 2005). The mechanisms that \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} uses in defence against superoxides and other host immune responses are not entirely known. By using hydrogen peroxide to mimic a respiratory burst attack by macrophages and neutrophils, one can examine the effects of respiratory burst on the transcriptome of the organism. The current study examined the transcriptome of \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} under oxidative stress using microarray technology. Differentially expressed genes identified in this study contribute to understanding the mechanism by which \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} evades the host immune system.

**METHODS**

**Mycoplasma strain and culture conditions.** Pathogenic \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} strain 232, a derivative of strain 11, was used in this study. It can be obtained from Dr Eileen L. Thacker (Iowa State University) or a clone of the parent strain can be obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC 27714). Cultures were initially inoculated with lung inoculum, and passaged as previously described (Madsen et al., 2006a). Twelve 250 ml flasks containing 150 ml culture were grown to early exponential phase as determined by colour-changing units. Hydrogen peroxide was added to six flasks to a concentration of 0.5 %, and all twelve flasks were incubated at 37 °C for 15 min. Cells were pelleted and stored at −70 °C in RNALater (Ambion) as previously described (Madsen et al., 2006a).

**Microarray.** The \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} microarray consists of 632 PCR-amplified \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} ORF gene products 125–350 bp in length. These products encompass 91 % (632/698) of the ORFs in the genome. The construction and validation of these arrays have been previously described (Madsen et al., 2006a). Each slide was divided into two regions (upper and lower), both of which contained a full array of probes and could be hybridized independently. Each feature (PCR product) was spotted in triplicate in each of the arrays in widely spaced spots onto Corning UltraGAPS glass substrates. Slides were UV cross-linked at 450 mJ and pre-hybridized with sodium borohydride to reduce background (Raghavachari et al., 2003).

**Experimental design.** Six independent RNA samples from hydrogen peroxide-exposed cultures were paired with six independent RNA samples from control cultures for hybridization to six two-colour microarrays. For three arrays, the control RNA sample was labelled with Cy3 dye and the experimental RNA sample was labelled with Cy5 dye; the dyes were reversed for the other three arrays to account for any possible dye bias.

**RNA isolation.** RNA was isolated from frozen cell pellets using the Versagen RNA Purification System (Qiagen). The manufacturer’s protocol was followed with the exception of the DNase treatment, which was extended to 30 min. The filter cutoff of 150 bp prevented small RNA fragments from interfering in subsequent manipulations.

**Target generation and hybridization.** Fluorescently labelled cDNA targets were generated and purified using a modified protocol as described by Boyce et al. (2004) with a 129 hexamer primer set specific for \textit{M. hyopneumoniae} ORFs used in previous studies (Madsen et al., 2006a). After cDNA target purification, they were hybridized to the array using the previously described protocol (Madsen et al., 2006a). Slides were washed using the Corning UltraGAPS slide wash protocol and dried by centrifugation at 1500 g for 2 min.

**Data acquisition and normalization.** After hybridization and washing, the arrays were scanned using a ScanArray Express laser scanner (Applied Biosystems) three times with varying photomultiplier tube gain settings to encompass the dynamic range of the signal intensities (Dudley et al., 2002). Slide images were analysed using the SoftWoRx Tracker package (Applied Precision), acquiring mean spot intensity and median background intensity for each spot. Spot signals were corrected for background by subtracting the median background intensity from the mean spot intensity. The natural logarithms of these background-corrected signals were adjusted by an additive constant to give a common median to each scan of the same array–dye combination. The data from both dye channels on a given array were normalized by locally weighted scatterplot smoother (LOWESS) normalization. These normalized datasets were then adjusted by an additive constant to make each median the same across all arrays. The triplicate spots were averaged together to produce one normalized measurement for each probe on the array.

**Data analysis.** A separate mixed linear model analysis was conducted for each probe sequence using the normalized data (Wolfinger et al., 2001). Each model included fixed effects for treatment (hydrogen peroxide vs control), array location on slide (upper vs lower) and dye (Cy3 vs Cy5) as well as random effects for slide–slide and region effects. Student t-tests for differential expression between treatments were conducted for each probe in the mixed linear model analyses. q values were calculated based on the P values by the method of Storey & Tibshirani (2003). These q values were used to approximate the false discovery rate (FDR) for any given P value as described by Mosig et al. (2001). Fold changes of expression between treatments were also estimated for each probe by taking the inverse natural logarithm of the estimated mean treatment difference from our mixed linear model analyses.

**qRT-PCR.** Quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reactions (qRT-PCR) were performed as described by the manufacturer. Five genes were analysed using the Brilliant SYBR Green QPCR Master Mix (Stratagene). In addition, gene mhp345 was chosen as the housekeeping gene for these studies based on its consistent expression levels in several microarray studies (Madsen et al., 2006a, b). Cycling conditions were based upon the manufacturer’s recommendations (Stratagene). A Bio–Rad MyQ real-time PCR cycler was used. In all cases the same RNA samples were used for both the microarray and the qRT-PCR studies. The primers used for amplification were mhp008 (forward, 5′-TGGATGGTACAAGCAGAACGATGGA; reverse, 5′-CATGGCCGTGCAAGCAGAACTCCT), mhp049 (forward, 5′-GTTGCGCTTTTGGTGTGTT; reverse, 5′-GAAATACGCGCTTGGAATCCT), mhp061 (forward, 5′-ACTACGGAGCTAGGGTTTGTT; reverse, 5′-CATGGCCGTGCAAGCAGAACTCCT), mhp239 (forward, 5′-TTGGGCGTGAATCTACGGGCAAT; reverse, 5′-GAAGCAGGAGGCTTCGCCTATCT), mhp456 (forward, 5′-CTGATGAAATGTTAGTAAATGCGAGC; reverse, 5′-CATGGCCGTGCAAGCAGAACTCCT).
5′-TGAAGGCTTATGCTACTGAGG; reverse, 5′-ATTGCGGTTGT-ACGAGGACCCITA). The qRT-PCR data were analysed according to Gallup & Ackermann (2006).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies used hydrogen peroxide exposure as a substitute for oxidative stress encountered in vivo when M. hyopneumoniae infects a host (Farr & Kogoma, 1991; Storz & Toledano, 1994; Zheng et al., 2001). Preliminary studies measuring quantitative effects following exposure to hydrogen peroxide on traits such as viability are problematic with M. hyopneumoniae since it does not grow well on agar surfaces. Viability of M. hyopneumoniae is measured by colour-changing units in broth using twofold dilutions and is subject to dilution errors. Consequently, a hydrogen peroxide concentration based on previous studies with bacterial pathogens was used (Zheng et al., 2001). Also, unpublished studies by C.-U. R. Zimmerman and R. Herrmann reported at the 16th International Congress of the International Organization for Mycoplasmology (abstract 162) showed that a 0.5% hydrogen peroxide concentration gave maximal transcriptional changes with minimal cell death in Mycoplasma pneumoniae. In our study, transcriptional changes were measured at 15 min post exposure based on previous studies with heat shock and iron depletion (Madsen et al., 2006a, b), both of which showed significant transcript differences at this time point. This time frame was also chosen by Zimmerman and Herrmann in their studies with M. pneumoniae.

Microarrays were used to compare RNA steady-state levels in M. hyopneumoniae strain 232 following exposure to hydrogen peroxide. Post-purification RNA amounts were approximately 2–8 µg, which was used to generate 1.5–6 µg cDNA for labelling reactions. Following labelling reactions, fluorescent labelling efficiencies were 100–150 bp per dye for both treatments, which is within the recommended range of label incorporation (http://probes.invitrogen.com/resources/calc/basedyeratio.html). Six arrays were analysed for transcriptional changes.

A mixed linear model design was used to analyse the quantified data from the scanned images. Statistical analysis indicated that 38 genes had significant transcriptional differences with \( P < 0.01 \), with an estimated false discovery rate of \( q < 0.0529 \). A volcano plot visualizes the results (Fig. 1). Thirteen genes (Table 1) were found to have higher transcript levels and twenty-five genes (Table 2) were found to have lower transcript levels after exposure to hydrogen peroxide. Five genes were chosen for real-time PCR analysis and all confirmed our microarray data in the direction of regulation (Tables 1 and 2). In most cases, the...
qRT-PCR results showed greater increases or decreases than the microarray data.

Previous studies measured transcriptional changes during other environmental stresses (heat shock and iron depletion) in *M. hyopneumoniae* (Madsen et al., 2006a, b). Since oxygen radicals also cause stress, particularly in relation to DNA, it was of interest to determine if there were genes responsive to all three treatments. These genes could then be categorized as general stress genes of *M. hyopneumoniae*. Only two genes were regulated in all three studies (*mhp325* and *mhp672*). Ten genes were regulated both by heat shock and in this study (*mhp008, mhp015, mhp029, mhp038, mhp061, mhp232, mhp269, mhp325, mhp445 and mhp672*). Four genes were regulated both by iron deprivation and in this study (*mhp188, mhp239, mhp325* and *mhp672*).

Genes common to the heat-shock study and this study include translation and DNA replication genes such as *rluC* (*mhp015*) and *rplM* (*mhp672*). These were both down-regulated, indicating that oxidative stress, like heat shock, results in lower levels of translation and DNA replication. It is thought that this allows the cell to focus its energy on remaining viable and not on cell division. *dnaK* was upregulated in the hydrogen peroxide-treated group (*P*=0.0118). Madsen et al. (2006a) identified *dnaK* as the most significant upregulated gene in the heat-shock study, and it is reasonable to infer that the importance of this chaperone in protecting against protein misfolding applies not only during heat shock but also during oxidative stress. It is evident that *M. hyopneumoniae* responds to different types of stress in a manner that has some commonality.

Of the thirteen genes found to be upregulated during oxidative stress, nine (69%) have no assigned function (*mhp004, mhp024, mhp232, mhp325, mhp326, mhp366, mhp355, mhp516 and mhp623*). Further study will be necessary to eventually assign function. The upregulated genes with assigned function include *atpB* (*mhp049*), *glyS* (*mhp049*), *spoU* (*mhp239*) and *mglA* (*mhp318*). *spoU* and *glyS* have assigned functions within tRNA synthesis and regulation, indicating that oxidative stress leads to an increase in protein synthesis. The increased levels of *atpB* and *mglA* transcripts indicate the elevated use of and need for ATP during oxidative damage, possibly in repair of damaged cellular components.

Oxidative stress caused downregulation in 25 genes in *M. hyopneumoniae*. Despite the upregulation of *spoU* and *glyS*, genes associated with ribosomal assembly and processing including *rpl23* (*mhp189*), *rplM* (*mhp672*), *rpl4* (*mhp188*).
and rluC (mph015) were downregulated. Although this seems paradoxical, oxidative radical damage seems to interfere with ribosome synthesis to conserve energy, an activity that consumes a disproportionate amount of ATP. DNA synthesis and cell growth were also slowed when M. hyopneumoniae was treated with hydrogen peroxide, as seen in the downregulation of gyrA (mph545), a gene encoding DNA gyrase subunit A, and ftsY (mph008), a gene involved in cell division. Thus, M. hyopneumoniae seems to be concentrating its energy demands away from DNA synthesis and cell division. pkfA (mph269), the gene encoding 6-phosphofructokinase, was also downregulated. This is interesting as 6-phosphofructokinase catalyses the committed step of glycolysis. The downregulation of this gene is an example of suppressing cellular metabolism to direct energy where it is most needed.

Another interesting downregulated gene was napA (mph456), thought to be responsible for activation of neutrophils. In Helicobacter pylori NapA plays a dual role in pathogenesis: in colonization and in protection against oxidative damage (Wang et al., 2006). As a protein that binds iron, it may thus serve as a primitive siderophore for mycoplasmas, although in previous work, napA was not transcriptionally responsive to changes in iron concentration in M. hyopneumoniae (Madsen et al., 2006b) as has been shown in other bacterial pathogens (Mey et al., 2005). The regulation of this gene may be a clear example of a mechanism M. hyopneumoniae uses to resist the host immune response by not activating neutrophils and thus decreasing the amount of oxidative radicals.

Other downregulated genes included gatA (mph029) and trmU (mph433), both of which function as transferases involved in protein processing and synthesis. In addition, fourteen genes with no known function were downregulated. Further research is needed to determine the function of these genes.

Interestingly, no genes for DNA-repair enzymes were regulated during oxidative damage. M. hyopneumoniae, like all mycoplasmas, has limited DNA repair capabilities (Zou & Dybvig, 2002). The lack of regulation of these activities in M. hyopneumoniae during oxidative damage may indicate that its normal environment, the swine lung, requires constitutive expression of these activities for survival. Mycoplasmas generally do not survive for long periods outside the host. In fact, they spend their lives in highly competitive environments within the host. Therefore, gene regulation may be more subtle in mycoplasmas as opposed to other pathogens, where gene transcription control is often dramatic within markedly different environments.

Many of the mechanisms employed by M. hyopneumoniae to cause disease are still unclear and many relevant genes still have no assigned functions. This study identified the transcriptional response of M. hyopneumoniae to oxidative stress. Since this is only one component of the host immune response to infection, additional studies of other innate immune system onsloughts may eventually increase our understanding of avoidance mechanisms and lead to better drug development by targeting specific gene products, alleviating economic losses in the swine industry.
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